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Slate Trigger is an exceptional way to take your drum sounds to the next level without fuss or hassle. With its phase-accurate
engine, extreme detail, and . Aug 17, 2019 I own the Slate Trigger EX plug-in, and based on the information on this page, it

looks like I need an.EXS version to use it. The EX version of the plug-in seems to have a specific version requirement? . Sep 23,
2019 I have the Slate Trigger EX.EXS version, but when I try to use the software to "upgrade" my existing Trigger EX, I am

met with the following: "An error occurred during the installation process. Your installation of this product may not be valid".
Any thoughts? . If you're in the same boat, here's what to do. . To install the software, extract it to your desktop. . Double click

the new.exe for the plug-in and follow the installation steps. . Open Slate Trigger then click on "Upgrade..." and follow the
directions. . One more piece of advise. . Here's the scoop on the Slate Trigger software. . Jul 29, 2019 I have been downloading

the new Slate EXS version of the Trigger plug-in as we speak, and I found that there is a new free version of the software
available at their website: I downloaded and installed the.EXS version of the software and it was very easy and straight-forward
to install. I am a drummer first and foremost, and I was able to duplicate the hardware that was installed in my iPhone. . Slate

Trigger's VDMX Motion XT is a virtual drum machine that's a playable drum kit. It has 26 pads. Each pad you play has a
corresponding drum trigger. The EX version of the plug-in has all the drum triggers and pads. . Sep 1, 2019 When Trigger EX
worked, it was amazing. I installed it in my Mac and it worked flawlessly. I only use a DAW and so I have a limited amount of
samples, so I can't use the EX version of it. I don't know where to get the EX version of it but I know that I want to pay for the

new version that comes out. . Sep 6, 2019
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